The Bibliography of the History of the Czech Lands (BDČZ) is a large infrastructure dedicated to creating, processing and evaluation of a comprehensive bibliographic database of literature related to the Czech Studies. It is a continuation of the project of field (historical) bibliography which has been running in the Czech Lands since 1905. Nowadays, modern methods have been applied to our day-to-day activities. The bibliography remains an essential information source for historical sciences and their related fields (archeology, ethnology, law science, literary studies, conservation, historical geography and cartography, historical onomastics and toponomastics, historical demography etc.).

BDČZ aims at including all scientific and professional outputs (books, studies and articles, reviews and reports on literature) which have been written about Czech history home and abroad. Besides, a continuous monitoring of foreign bibliographic databases and other information sources is an integral part of the department's activity.

The objective of the BDČZ is to achieve the most comprehensive set of information – a summary of all available production, including extensive regional literature. It also informs about theoretical and methodological thinking of the Czech historical community, provides information on research projects and reports on scientific life and gathers information on the Czech history in an international context. The data are collected mainly by processing literature from the library of the Institute of History and other domestic and foreign libraries.

BDČZ cooperates with the National Library of the Czech Republic (on creating Czech National Authority Database), with the National Repository of Grey Literature and the Institute of the Czech Literature of The Academy of Sciences. The Department of Bibliography is a member of the Association of Czech Libraries.

The BDČZ infrastructure provides its users with:
- Experience of more than a century-long tradition of bibliographic work
- Online database with 350,000 records available free of charge, gradually complemented by attaching full texts (http://biblio.hiu.cas.cz/)
- English and German interface for foreign users
- Research services to students, domestic and foreign researchers and those interested in Czech history
- Bibliography published in a printed form or on data carriers
- Students and other interested parties enjoy a possibility of expanding their knowledge of creating and working with databases and search databases, digital libraries and other online resources

http://biblio.hiu.cas.cz/

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND PROJECTS

European Historical Bibliographies
This international project currently interconnects seventeen historical bibliographies from fourteen European countries, coordinated by the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences in Berlin (since 2007). It shall achieve the most comprehensive search in European bibliographic sources and thus enable and facilitate the international comparative historical research.

Bibliography of the History of the Czech Republic and Slovakia
In 2015, BDČZ signed an international cooperation agreement with the Historical Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences. Both research facilities are interested in cooperation on developing analytical bibliographies as well as in the formation and operation of a joint search interface called Bibliography of the History of the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Literaturdatenbank zur Geschichte Ostmitteleuropas
BDČZ also cooperates on the creation of an international database containing documents of historical research on the history of Central and Eastern Europe.

The objective of the BDČZ is to achieve the most comprehensive set of information – a summary of all available production, including extensive regional literature. It also informs about theoretical and methodological thinking of the Czech historical community, provides information on research projects and reports on scientific life and gathers information on the Czech history in an international context. The data are collected mainly by processing literature from the library of the Institute of History and other domestic and foreign libraries.

BDČZ cooperates with the National Library of the Czech Republic (on creating Czech National Authority Database), with the National Repository of Grey Literature and the Institute of the Czech Literature of The Academy of Sciences. The Department of Bibliography is a member of the Association of Czech Libraries.

The BDČZ infrastructure provides its users with:
- Experience of more than a century-long tradition of bibliographic work
- Online database with 350,000 records available free of charge, gradually complemented by attaching full texts (http://biblio.hiu.cas.cz/)
- English and German interface for foreign users
- Research services to students, domestic and foreign researchers and those interested in Czech history
- Bibliography published in a printed form or on data carriers
- Students and other interested parties enjoy a possibility of expanding their knowledge of creating and working with databases and search databases, digital libraries and other online resources

http://biblio.hiu.cas.cz/